THE ONLY OIL&GAS EVENT IN THE REGION WITH NO EQUIVALENT

- Expected growth and reduced unemployment in the Iraqi economy through 2020.
- Increasing demand for foreign investments in the Iraqi oil & gas sector.
- Exclusively customized matching activities for the exhibitors and buyers in the event.
- Official support from the distinguished Iraqi Ministry of Oil.

EXHIBITING COUNTRIES

Bahrain  Iraq  Jordan  USA  UK  Russia  Turkey
Greece  Italy  KSA  China  Iran  Lebanon  UAE
A Snapshot of Iraq

- 4.5 million b/d total crude oil production in 2018,
- 2nd largest oil producer among the OPEC countries,
- Iraq possesses oil reserves around 137 trillion cubic feet of gas,
- The crude oil production capacity is planned to increase 7 million bpd by 2022.

Participating Countries: **14**

Exhibition Space: **1793 m²**

Unique Visitors: **4125**

Companies: **89**

CONFIRMED EXHIBITORS FOR 2019 SHOW

- PERMA-PIPE®
- Schatco GmbH
- alQ undus Trading Co. Ltd.
- ERA TECH
- ALRYAD Future of Lighting
- ENE ROIL OFFSHORE
- SIGMA THERMAL
- AC ABHAR CABLE
- HMS GROUP
- TECH EQUIPMENTS
- OSKAN Co.
- flaretec
- SMI
- iEC
- MINISTRY OF OIL

* The Iraqi port of Basra presently export around 90 percent of the country’s oil sales

With our great appreciation to Iraqi State Authorities ...